
Page 33 Light and the 

Electromagnetic Spectrum 

Students will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the following 

ideas and content: visible light is a section of the electromagnetic spectrum 

that human eyes can see. A quality of electromagnetic waves that distin-

guishes one from another is the speed at which it vibrates. The electromag-

netic waves we cannot see are vibrating too slow or too fast for our eyes to 

register. Ordinary light is usually composed of multiple waves vibrating at dif-

ferent rates, and white light is composed of all of the wavelengths in the visi-

ble range. 

 

Students demonstrate this knowledge and understanding by using three color 

filters and flashlights to make many different colors. They also use their own 

words to describe colors in terms of the colors that do (and do not) make 

them up. 

Objectives 

Activity Description & 

Estimated Class Time 

This lesson consists of two 50-minute sessions. In the first session, students 

mix colored light to produce white light and investigate how light combines to 

make colors. In the second session, students use color filters to explore the 

spectrum. In both sessions, students investigate our perception of color and 

its relationship to the electromagnetic spectrum. 

6.P.1.2  Explain the relationship among visible light, the electromagnetic spec-

trum, and sight.  
Correlations to NC 

Science Standards 

Grade 6 Physical Science 

NC Standard 6.P.1.2 

Throughout the guide, teaching tips are in red. 

Brief Science 

Background 
Electromagnetic waves are made of fluctuating electrical and magnetic energy. 

With our senses, we cannot perceive them as waves, such as a wave on the 

water. In fact, most electromagnetic waves are invisible altogether. A quality 

of electromagnetic waves that distinguishes one from another is the speed at 

which they vibrate. The electromagnetic waves that vibrate too slowly to see 

include radio waves and radiant heat. Those that vibrate too rapidly to see 

include ultraviolet light and x-rays. Only a narrow band in the middle of the 

spectrum is visible to human eyes. Ordinary light is usually composed of 

many different waves vibrating at different rates. White light is composed of 

all of the wavelengths in the visible range. Our eyes have receptors for only 

three colors: red, green, and blue, which span all of the wavelengths in the 

visible range. Our brains combine the signals from these three receptors to 

make all of the colors that we see. 
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Part 1 — Mixed Colored Light and Shadows –50 minutes  

Materials for three students 

 1 copy of BLM 1 

 3 flashlights 

 1 piece of black construction paper in which to cut a 2-inch circle 

 1 set of 3 pieces of transparent colored plastic: red, green, blue 

 3 rubber bands 

 1 3-inch paper plate 

 1 toothpick 

 1 cotton swab 

 scissors (to be supplied by teacher) 

Materials 

Preparation  Make a copy of BLM 1 for each team of 3 

 Make the light dim but not completely dark. 

Procedure  1) Ask students to follow the directions on BLM 1. They can work independently, or 

you can try to keep the whole class together step by step. 

2) Students will cover the lenses of three flashlights each with a different colored piece 

of colored plastic. They will hold the plastic in place with rubber bands. They will 

also cut a 2-inch hole out of the center of a piece of black paper, poke a hole in the 

center of a paper plate, place the paper plate face down, then center the hole in the 

black paper over the plate. After they do this, dim the lights. 

3) Each team member  (3 per team) will shine a colored light on the circle in the black 

paper, evenly spreading the flashlights around the circle. Afterward, turn on the room 

lights and ask each student to record what they saw in their notebooks. Most but not 

all will record seeing white light in the circle. They should record whatever they see. 

4) After recording what they have seen, students will push the cotton swab into the hole 

in the plate so that the swab stands straight up. They will place the black paper back 

over the plate in the same position. 

5) Dim the room lights. Students will shine the three colored lights on the white circle 

and record the colors of the three shadows and their locations relative to the positions 

of the three colors of flashlights. Most students will be surprised by a cyan, magenta, 

and yellow shadow. Yellow will be opposite the blue light. Magenta will be opposite 

the green light. Cyan will be opposite the red light. 

6) Finally, students are challenged to make yellow, cyan, and magenta light on the paper 

plate without using the cotton swab to make a shadow. Be sure each student records 

the colors they used to do this. 
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Part 1 cont. 

Content Wrap-Up 

1) What were the colors of the shadows? Why do you think they were those col-

ors? Cyan, magenta, and yellow. In each shadow, only 2 of the colors are blended, 

and the 3rd color is blocked out. Ask students which color is blocked for each color of 

shadow.    

2) To make the three other colors, how did you decide which color flashlights to 

use? Ask each team to describe the cyan, magenta, and yellow light in terms 

combinations of red, green, and blue light. 

3) Ask each team to come up with an argument from this evidence that white 

light is composed of a combination of colors. 

Part 2 — The Visible Spectrum –50 minutes  

Materials for the whole class 

 1 diffraction grating and overhead mount 

 1 slit mask (provided as a black line master at the end of these exercises) 

 1 piece of black construction paper to make the slit mask 

 1 retractable knife 

 tape 

 1 white sheet of paper (supplied by the teacher) 

 1 overhead projector (supplied by the teacher) 

 

Materials for pairs of students 

 1 set of 6 colored transparent plastic sheets: red, green, blue, cyan, ma-
genta, and yellow 

 science notebook (supplied by the teacher) 

Materials 

This activity helps students understand how the visible spectrum is 

composed and how we see color. 
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Preparation 

1) Use the slit mask template BLM 2 and retractable knife to cut a slit mask out 

of black paper. 

2) Hang the diffraction grating in front of the overhead projector lens. 

3) Set up the overhead projector 8-10 feet from a screen, wall, or poster board 

that is white.   

4) Dim the room lights. Orient the slit mask and projector so to project a spec-

trum.   

Procedure  1) Explain that the object you are putting on the projector is a tool that breaks 

white light into all of its components (like a prism), and that the class will 

use it to explore light. The tool is called a diffraction grating, but it is not necessary 

to explain this. 

2) Put the diffraction grating and slit mask in place. Dim the lights and turn on 

the projector. Straight ahead, you’ll see a white vertical bar. Complete spectra will 

appear on both sides. Ask students to describe what they see. 

3) Remove the diffraction grating and place the red transparent plastic on the 

slit mask so that it covers the slit. Ask students what they see and ask them 

what they think the tool that breaks light into its components will do with 

red light. After you get some predictions, replace the grating, and ask what 

they see. The red plastic will turn the green and blue to black. After students look 

and comment, you slide the red plastic to cover just the bottom or top half of the slit, 

making it possible to compare red and white light broken into their components.  

4) Repeat step 3 with the green and blue filters. The red plastic is the purest color, 

and works most definitively. The blue and green plastic are not as pure, and will let 

some other colors pass. In other words, that color of blue has a little green in it, and 

that color of green contains a little blue.  

6) Repeat step 3 again with the yellow, cyan, and magenta plastic, each time 

asking students to predict what they will see when you put the grating in 

place. It is not necessary for students to make this connection, but notice that in the 

previous activity, the yellow shadow was opposite the blue light. In the yellow light 

spectrum, the blue band turns black. The magenta shadow was opposite the green 

light. In the magenta spectrum, green goes black. Likewise for cyan. 

7) Explain that our eyes have only 3 color receptors (cones): green, red, and 

blue. Remind that students of the previous lesson in which these three pro-

duced white light. Two colors produced yellow light. Our brains assemble all 

colors from red, green, and blue. The colored plastic varies the amounts of 

these three colors to create the other colors. White light contains all of the 

colors. 

Part 2 cont. 
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Wrap-Up 

1) Say that a color TV or computer screen has 3 types of light-emitting material. 

Ask the class what colors do you think they are. Red, green, and blue  

2) Ask how a TV screen might show yellow light? Turn on red and green but no 

blue. How would it show black? Turn on nothing. How would it show white? 

Turn on red, green, and blue. 

Part 1 cont. 
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BLM 1 

1. Cover a flashlight lens with the red filter and hold it in place with a rubber band. Do the same with an-
other flashlight and the green filter, and a third flashlight and the blue filter. 

2. Cut a 2-inch hole in the center of the black paper sheet and divide the circle into even thirds with white 
hash marks about 120° apart.  

 

 

 

 

3. Poke a small hole in the center of the paper plate with a toothpick. 

4. Place the paper plate face down on your workspace so that everyone on the team can reach it. Put the 
black paper over the plate with the hole centered over the plate. 

5) Hold each of the three flashlights above a hash mark on the setup as shown, 6 inches above the table. An-

gle the light to shine on the circle in the black paper. Try to get all flashlights at the same distance and an-

gle. Record what you see in your notebook.  

 

 

 

 hash marks 
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BLM 1, continued 

6) Turn off the flashlights. Uncover the paper plate. Push the cotton swab into the hole in the plate so that the 

swab stands straight up. Place the black paper over the plate in the same position as before as shown be-

low: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. When the teacher dims the lights, shine the three colors on the circle in the paper the same way you 
did before, with the flashlights over the hashmarks so that white light appears on the plate. In your 
notebooks, record the colors of the three shadows and their locations relative to the positions of the 
three colors of flashlights.  

8. Use what you have learned to make yellow light appear on the paper. Try it, and record how you did 
it. Do the same to make cyan and magenta, and record the colors you used. 
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Black Line Master 2 


